Ravenloft, Beyond the Gate (RBtG)

By Firestarter.

Final9 notes October 2006

This module, in its seventh ‘final8’ edition, is complete though it may still contain a few minor bugs. The game can be completed without those bugs spoiling the game.


Non Spoiler:

You can read this without spoiling the game.


This module will conclude the adventure started in Return to Ravenloft (that module can be found in the Hall of Fame under my name Firestarter). In the following notes Return to Ravenloft is referred to as RtR and Ravenloft Beyond the Gate as RBtG.


Player's Character:

It is recommended you use your character from Return to Ravenloft or a new, first level, character. New or low level characters will be advanced to seventh level and given access to an equipping shop. There is no level restriction though, but the module is balanced with an assumption that the character starts in the range of 7th to 9th. This module can be successfully played with all PC classes, but some offer a less difficult gaming experience. As with most Ravenloft modules there are lots of undead and characters with turning ability (cleric, paladin) will find life easiest. Rogues will find the game most challenging.

Important non-player characters will auto-level to the approximate strength of the player's character but many, and most monsters, do not. Players using very high level characters (20th plus) will find encounters easy and may cause distracting error messages as important NPCs try to rise to impossible levels. For these reasons it is recommended that the players stay within the starting level range.


Module Setting:

Ravenloft is a dark world of gothic horror. The Realms of Barovia and Forlorn can be fully explored. Both castles, Forlorn and Ravenloft, are complete. There are four settlements, a village, two towns and a city. With over a hundred detailed areas in total this is an epic sequel.


Game Length:

This is estimated at thirty hours, but some players have reported much longer playing times.

Game version required:

1.68 with both SoU and HotU. An update to 1.68 is required as this version includes visible cloaks without the need for a hak – something that I have always tried to avoid.


Hack Packs:

No hack packs are required.


Henchmen:

The multi-hench system used in RtR was a community written package compiled by 69MEH69. RBtG uses the standard multi-hench system introduced in SoU. In both modules the player may have up to three henchmen. In both modules the henchman control system has been adapted and improved by me. Talking to a henchman will reveal more options than in the standard versions. For example, it is possible to get your henchman spell-caster to cast spells on nearby objects or creatures, thus you could make your cleric heal you, another party member or an NPC. Henchmen rogues may also set ground traps for you.


Respawn System:

Crossing between the borders of Realms in Ravenloft is not easy, even in death. In RBtG there are four distinct regions: Barovia, Forlorn, the borderland between these two Realms and Stone Leigh.

Commonly the player can click 'Respawn' after death and be respawned at a nearby location within the same Realm or region. In Ravenloft the player is the 'Bright One', a creature that can never truly die. However, certain NPC adversaries can banish the player to the Misty Border. There is no respawn option in this case.


Recall device: The 'Returnal Mirror'.

The Returnal Mirror from RtR can be used in RBtG. This works like the 'Stone of Recall' of the original game but with many more powers. Due to the complexity and large number of areas in RBtG the powers of the mirror have been enhanced. Essentially, the mirror provides quick transport around the module to circumvent the pointless 'walking across areas that I've already explored' syndrome. As the module is explored the mirror's options expand to allow teleportation back to newly discovered areas.


Rest System:

This works as per the standard game with no special requirements. In RBtG a random encounter possibility exists in many areas that can spoil attempts to rest. If an area looks safe to rest in, then it probably is.


Item Crafting and Customised Magic Items:

The materials for crafting items are not obtainable in RBtG from broken doors, chests, etc. Instead components can be bought from a dealer in 'Infal's Tower.' The main purpose of item crafting in this module is not to "make a little profit", but to improve the player’s options for customising his or her own magic items. It is highly recommended that a player craft their weapons to a high attack and damage bonus in order to successfully deal with the opponents at the end of the game.

There is a device called The Enchanting Anvil. With this device the player can create magic items with entirely customisable magical properties to suit their character's needs. If a player-crafted item is used as the receiving item, then more magical properties (an extra +1 attack/enhancement and an extra property) can be added to it. In the game’s equipping shop (touch the hand altar at the start of the game) many items are listed as ‘crafted,’ these too can accept an extra property. Note, the equipping shop is only accessible at the beginning of the game or while the PC is below 9th level. Additionally, if the character using the anvil is at least 14th level, an extra +1 attack/enhancement bonus can be added to the item. Finally, if the character using the anvil is at least 20th level, an extra property can be added to the item. There is a cost to using the anvil that can be offset somewhat (if the character has crafting skill) by the amount of 1% per skill rank. There is one crafting anvil, belonging to an NPC, that you will encounter early in the game and much later the player can make his own anvil.

There are currently 14 different properties that can be added to melee weapons, 9 to ranged weapons, 19 to armour/helmet/shield, 15 to cloaks/boots, 23 to bracers/gloves/belts and 24 to amulets/rings. For each of the above categories there is a formulae book describing how to add the desired property to an item. Here follows three examples. To avoid spoiling the game, I have chosen three of the less interesting properties as examples. 

Extract taken from: "Enchanting Anvil Formulae. Book 1. Melee Weapons."

  Bonus Feat, Weapon Finesse
  Scroll of Mordenkainen's Sword
  40

The first line is the property, the second is the formula and the third is the base cost. A sorcerer puts his rapier into the anvil with the scroll and decides to pay for the enchantment with gold. The cost would be 500*40 = 20,000 gold.

Extract taken from: "Enchanting Anvil Formulae. Book 4. Cloaks and Boots."

  Ability Bonus Charisma
  Scroll of Eagles Splendour
  A Gem
  The cost goes by bonus: 20, 35, 60, 95, 140 and 195.

In this example there are two formula items required. The more precious the gem is the higher the ability bonus and the higher the cost. A Sapphire gives a +4 bonus and has a base cost of 95 (the fourth number). A paladin puts his cloak into the anvil with the scroll and the gem and decides to pay with experience. The cost would be 75*95 = 7125 experience points.

Extract taken from: "Enchanting Anvil Formulae. Book 3. Armour, Shield and Helmet."

  Bonus Saving Throw vs. Damage 
  A Trap Kit
  A Diamond
  The type of trap identifies the type of damage against which the extra save applies. The exception is spike trap that identifies universal bonus saves.
  The strength of the trap identifies the bonus save, Simple:+1, Average:+2, Strong:+3 and Deadly:+5.
  The cost goes according to the bonus save: 7, 14, 28 and 56.
  For universal bonus save the cost is: 16, 30, 58 and 114.

A fighter with 12 ranks of armour crafting skill puts his shield, a diamond and a strong fire trap (for +3 saves vs. fire) into the anvil. He decides to pay with gold. The cost would be 500*28 less 12% = 12320 gold.

There are ways of paying for enchantments other than gold or experience. Careful reading of the in-game documents relating to item enchanting (and saving the game) is recommended before attempting use of the anvil. 


Item Transformation:

A device called the Transformation Tube can transform melee weapons, thrown weapons or armour into a different form of the same type. For example, a sword could be turned into a scythe, darts into throwing axes or plate armour into leather. In each case, the item retains all of its magical properties though it loses any unique name or description that it had. With this object the player can make better use of the items that he finds.


Scripted 'Unique Power' items from RtR:

Any item with a unique power from RtR will be useable in RBtG. Transfer of all items and custom scripts (except the DMFI wand-pack - see below) from RtR was the first thing that I did.


Role Playing:

As in RtR there are many options to role-play. It is the nature of Ravenloft to constantly tempt one toward the 'dark side' and confront one with moral dilemmas. As before, the role-playing is not forced upon the player.


Hack and Slash:

Ravenloft is not a hack and slash world but combat does play more of a part in RBtG than in RtR. Combat difficulty is highly variable ranging from, "Well that wasn't so bad," to "I should have put all of my protection spells on before I stepped in here." There are many areas with no chance of combat at all while some encounters are hard tests of survival.


Tricks and Traps:

Tricks and traps play a small but important part in the module. The density of traps throughout the module is light but in one area it is heavy and dangerous. As in RtR ground traps are all custom respawning types though some improvements have been made. Most secret doors are as per standard ones (introduced in SoU) with minor modifications. These doors work on a trigger, if you suspect a location contains a secret door walk up and down to activate the trigger. There are a few secret doors (particularly early in the module) that operate on a heartbeat script; simply standing near this type of door will eventually discover it. The walk up and down tactic will work for both types of secret door. In single player games a map note will appear to mark the location of most secret doors once they have been discovered.


Multi Play:

As in RtR the scripting is adaptive to single player, party or even multi-party. The area respawning scripts used in RtR have been improved since RtR was launched and are incorporated into RBtG. If there has been a server reset the altar at the start of the module (touch the altar) checks if the player has visited the game before. The options in the 'Returnal Mirror' available to the player in the prior game are unlocked allowing the player to quickly revisit the areas of the module that he had previously explored. Note that the story, and the journal, is still set back to the beginning for every player after a server reset. Consequence for single player: In single player mode a player will discover that if he starts the game again with the same character, or one with a very similar name (same first six letters), all the travelling options in the 'Returnal Mirror' that he had opened in the prior game will reopen in the new one as soon as he touches the altar.


DM mode:

Both RtR and RBtG are intended to play without a DM. The DMFI wand pack was incorporated into RtR but since I never received any report of anyone making use of this aspect it has not (but for one exception) been put into RBtG. The exception is the original DMFI emote wand for players.


Player Introduction:

I found myself in a world sliding ever closer to Ravenloft.

In a place called Stone Leigh I first encountered the pull of Ravenloft. It tempts me with power and quick advancement in exchange for a little of my soul. Others here that I see have succumbed to the temptation and the results are plain to see: evil, madness and disfigurement.

By fair means or foul I have fought against the power of Ravenloft in Stone Leigh. Some of those most affected have been killed or banished. A would-be Lord has been destroyed. But the land still draws toward that nightmare realm and I have made enemies, one in particular: a dark witch called Silktong.

There is a Gate in Stone Leigh. They say it leads into the heart of Ravenloft. Evil seeps out of it and my enemy has escaped through it. I will not wait for her to return but shall chase her down and confront the powers on their own ground. I will travel Beyond the Gate.

  *****************

In this module the player has just finished Return to Ravenloft and finds him or herself at the bottom of a dungeon complex called The Dark Well. Silktong's history is revealed and the coven of witches that she manipulates must be confronted. Ultimately the player will decide the fate of Stone Leigh. Will it be freed from the clutches of Ravenloft or will you fight to become its Lord?



FAQ:

Q: "I can't complete the quests in Forlorn City. What have I missed?"
A: Forlorn City is huge, you have probably only explored the northern third of the city. Travel south, over the bridge, and the rest of the city will unravel.

Q: "Listue (or Silktong) won't take any damage in the final combat with them. How do I kill them?"
A: Both these characters have high damage resistance to certain types of attack. Modify your spell choice to discover their vulnerabilities. Modify your weapon using the in-game crafting system to inflict more damage, or find a better one.

Q: "I keep getting game crashes, what do I do?"
A: This is probably due to the size of the module; even though it does not use a hak pack it is still very large. It also uses much custom scripting that puts an extra burden on your CPU and graphics card. (I have never been able to replicate a reported game crash.) If you've had problems with other non-hak modules crashing your PC then this one probably will also.

Q: "How many henchmen can I have?"
A: Three.

Q: "I've downloaded the latest version but it hasn't made any difference to my game."
A: To affect changes you must start a new game. Downloading a new version will not modify or patch a saved game. This is the case with all NWN modules.

Q: “One or more of my henchmen won’t fight for me.” Or, “My henchmen sometimes start to fight each other.” Or, “For no reason an npc was hostile to me and I had to kill him.”
A: You are probably playing in Hard Core or Very Difficult mode. Change the difficulty slider to Normal. The game is intended for playing at Normal level and is quite hard enough.



